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71 The problem of finding the distribution of surface stress P ( r )  = -- age ( r ,  - ) necessary to maintain a penny shaped 2 
'7r 
arackC$ r  <I, 0 = situated inadiametralplane of an elastic sphere in the shape Ue ( r ,  ) = w ( r ) ,  0 Q r < 1 
is csnsidered. The case when w (r) = ( I  - rz) is investigated in detail. 
In recent years, the interest in khe problems of brittle fracture, specially in the theory of cracks, has 
grown appreciably due to various technical applications. A beautiful account of the theory of cracks has 
been recently given by Sneddon & Lowengrubl, Srivastava & Dwivedi2 have investigated the problem 
of finding stress distribution in an elastic sphere deformed by the application of known pressure to inner 
surface of a penny shaped crack situated in the diametral plane. 
Reoently Olesiak & Sneddon3 have also considered the distribution of surface stress necessary to pro- 
( : )\nterest in this duce a penny shaped crack whose shape is given by w tp) = e 1 - - 
problem was revived by Barenblatt4 who considered three possibilities for two dimensional problem, 
one of whioh had to be rejected since it wax, physically unrealistic. In  three dimensional problemS the 
remaining two correspond to two cases (i) o' (a) = - co and (ii) w (a) = 0. Case (i) corresponds to a 
finite stress intensity factor and in case (ii) stress intensity factor is zero and opposite faces of the crack 
touch smoothly at  the rim. Barenblatt5 argued that in nature it is case (ii) which dways~occurs. He 
explained that in case (ii) stress intensity factor is zero due to the existence of cohesive forces in the vicinity 
of the crack. Alternative suggestion of the same case was given by Dugdale6 who suggested that stress 
intensity factor at  the tip of Griffith crack is zero due to the existence of plastic zone surrounding the crack. 
Following this view Olesiak & Wnuk7 calculated the widths of the plastio zones near the penny shaped 
cracks. 
Thempresent paper deals with the problem of finding the distribution of surface stress P(r)=-wee ( r .  H) 
$r 
necessary to maintain a penny shaped crack, 0 < r < I, 9 = 3 situated at  the centre of the diametral 
plane of an elastic sphere in the shape Ue ( r ,  ) = o (9,O < r < 1. The case when o (r)  = (1 - r2) 
is investigated in detail. The boundary value problem is reduced to the solution of ordinary integral 
equation involving Hankel kernel and Legendre polynomials. The values of stresses are calculated 
numerically. 
F O R M U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M  
We consider the problem of determining the stresses that will be required to open out a penny shaped 
of unit radius, in an elastic sphere to a prescribed shape. The sphere is assumed to be isotropic and 
homogeneous. There is symmetry about Z-axis. The position of a typical point may be expressed in 
terms of spherical polar coordinates (r, 8, +). The dispIacement vector has components (U,, U,, 0) 
and only non-vanishing components of stress tensor are a,,, age, odd and u,,. The centre 
gf craclr ia taken as origin and the plane in w&ch tbe crack lies is a coordinate plane. The curved surface 
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of the sphere is free from shear and is supported in such a way that the radial component of displacement 
vanishes on the boundary of the sphere. Such a situation will arise when sphere is resting in a spherical 
hollow of exactly the same radius in a rigid body. The shape of the crack is prescribed. We are required 
to find the stress that will preserve the prescribed-shape of the crack. The boundary conditions for the 
problem under consideration are : 
and due to symmetry the conditions to be satisfied on the surface of the sphere are : 
where c is radius of the sphere. 
D I S P L A C E M E N T  V E C T O R  A N D  S T R E S S  T E N S O R  
The expressions for non-vanishing components of displacement and stresa tensor appropriate for the 
problem under consideration have been derived by Srivastava & Dwivedi2. These exprasions are : . 
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cot 8 - , ,P2n (cos '4 
where P,, (00s 8) is a Legendre polynomial. 
S O M E  U S E F U L  R E S U L T S  
The results listed here shall be used in future oaloulations. These results are easily derived from stan- 
dard results given by Sneddon*. These results for x < r are : 
f%e-trcos Jo (f r sin 8) J, (8 x) d f = 2 (- l)m (2m + 3) ! xzm 2zm m ! m ! r2m+4 P 2 m + 3  (008 6) 0 m a 0  
a0 
78. e-8; cos eJl (6 r sin fi Jo (f x) d =x .$- l)m (2, + 1) ! -- 9m d 22" m ! ?n ! r~m+2 d '2*+1(00s 0) 
0 rn'= 0 
and 
- 
With the help of these results and reccurenoe relations for Legendre polynomials, we obtain the 
following results : 
00 
S e e  ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ [ J 1 ( C ~ ~ i n 8 ) ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B + 2 q - 1 ) s i n 8 + J o ( ~ ~ s i n 8 ) .  
0 
(S c 00s 0 - 2'1 + 2) 00s 81 Jo (8 x) d 6 
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where 
4n2 (4n - 4)9 
BO(N = (4% - 3) (4% - 1) (m + +) 
1 1 
and 
- o0s e 
C 
(fzC2sin28 ~ ~ ( f  csin8) + (4- f C C O S ~ - P @ G O S ~  8) 
0 
( - l)n (212 + 1) ! 
a2% + (Y,) ! (n) ! 
n ~ l  
" - sin e 
where 
8!2n(2n--2)(2n-4]]2 2n-3 I- "1 = i4n-5) (4%-3) (4n- 1) 2n- I + 4%- 1 
2jn (a - 1))' [2n- + 29 + 21 (*I = (4% - l)(4-n + 1) 4% - 4-3 
S O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M  
From the boundary conditions (1) we get 
Q) f ( 5 )  Jo (C r )  5 = - ---- , o >re1 2(1-11) (7) 
0 
 he boundary oonditions (2) give 
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and 
(1 - 21- f c cos B -P c cos 28 I d p  (10) 
Substitutiing the value of B (f)  from (8) into (9) and (10) we get 
- 
a* (an + 1) (2n + 49 - 2) cSn+' + b# 2n 
- - 
+ J. ( 5 c sin e ) ( f c cot: 0 - 29 + 2) 00s B )at-]ax (11) 
and 
(12) 
Multiply (12) by sin 6 and differentiate with respect to 6. By substituting the values of the inner integrals 
and using the orthogonal property for the Legendre polynomials, after some calculations, we get 
1 
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where 
( -- l)n (2n + l)! ( n  - 1)2 2n2 128 (2n - 1 )  
- 
1 42% - 1 2n + 211 
ctl (n)  = - 2zn + * n ! n ! (4n - 1) [ 4 % - 3  4% + 1 ~ 4 n  -3 4n + 3 
( - 1)" (212 + 1) ! 512 (2n - 1) n2 ( n  - 1)2 ( n  - 2)2 Bo (n )  = 22% + n ! n ! (4% - 1) (4% - 3) (4% - 5)  
( - 1)" (2n + 1) ! 2n2 ( n  - 1)z 32 (8n3 + 8n2 - n)_ 2n - 1 2n - 1 & (n)  = - 22% + I n! n! (412 - 1) [ ( a n - 3 ) ( 2 n + 1 )  - 4 n + l  --- {- 4 n - 3  '-3 
( - (2% $ l)! 2n 
P2 (12) = - - - 2"+ I n . !  n !  
In the above calculations we have assumed that 9 = 114 
Thus the unknown function B ( 6 )  and unhown coefficients a,, and b,, are now known in terms o 
prescribed function f (x). The normal stress necessary for producing a crack of the prescribed shape 
can be calculated. The required streases are giean by the expression : 
+ ban 4 % ~  P" - ) pgn (0) (15) 
On substitutkg the value of B ( E )  from (8) into (15) we get 
where the coefficients a, and bz, have the values given in (13) and (14). 
* 
108 
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We now calculate the stresses when the shape of the crack is given by J' (x) = 1 - x2. Changing the 
order of integration and evaluating the integrals we have 
m 1 
2 
I (r) = 3 -1~. J ,  ( f  r)[J x J ,  (6 $1 (1 - x2) a x ]  = ;[(I + r )  E (k)  + (1 - r )  K (k; - K ( r ) ]  
0 0 
294 
where E (k), K (r) and E (k) are elliptic integrals of first and second kind and k = - 1-l-5-  
and 
1 1 s (n)  a 1 ( n ) r 2  a % ( n ) ~ - ~  
asn = (2% + 1 )  (3% + 1) (4% - 1) I ( n -  1) (2n - 4 )  + n(2n - 2) ' n ( 2 n  + 2) + 
Fig. 1-Relrtionship between p. and age 
for various values of l /c  
The numerical values of the stresses were calculated. 
These calculations were made for l/c = 0.2,O-4,  0.6, 
0.6, 0-7,O.S and for r = 0.2,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7 and 
0.8.  The values of a,, ( r , $ ) are given in Table 1 
and represented graphically in Pig. 1. The dotted 
curve represents the stress required to preserve the 
shape of the oraek in an infinite solid. 
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